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Lumières nordiques 

a second edition

The exhibition presented in Jumièges is part of an artistic project 
designed to promote contemporary photographic creation in the 
Nordic countries, with openings towards video and cinema.  
This project will take place between spring 2022 and autumn 2023 
in several museums and art centres in the Normandy region.

Following the exhibition in Jumièges devoted to eight Danish 
artists, which will be the starting point of this new edition, 
Lumières Nordiques will be held in four other locations.

• The Centre d’art contemporain de la Matmut in Saint-Pierre- 
de-Varengeville will join the Lumières Nordiques programme with 
the presentation of the work of an Estonian artist made in Iceland: 
Anna Lehespalu. The exhibition will be shown from October 22, 
2022 to February 12, 2023.

• The Bibliothèque Alexis de Tocqueville in Caen will host a 
Swedish exhibition, based on the work of an animated film 
director, Niki Lindroth von Bahr. The project is being carried out 
in association with the Swedish Institute in Paris, where a first 
version of the exhibition will be installed in the autumn of 2022;  
it will be followed by an extended version in Caen, from 24 March 
to 21 May 2023.

• The Musée des Beaux-Arts de Rouen, in connection with a series 
of exhibitions on the theme of Normans to be organised in the 
summer of 2023 (in Rouen, Caen and Caudebec), will show three 
Norwegian photographers: Marie Sjovold, Terje Abusdal and Ole 
Marius Joergensen. 

• Les Pêcheries, Musée de Fécamp, will join the Lumières 
Nordiques event with a Finnish proposal: the landscapes of Tiina 
Itkonen. Planned period: autumn 2023.
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Iceland 

Norway 

Sweden
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Denmark at Jumièges

The works presented at Jumièges are an opportunity to discover 
a wealth of contemporary creation in Denmark. Photography is 
associated with a wide range of projects: works with a documentary 
profile rub shoulders with original plastic and conceptual adventures. 
Nature plays an important role: exploration of the mineral and plant 
world, contemplation of light. The artists reflect on time, question their 
perception of the world; they digitally rework images or reappropriate 
old processes, sometimes even operating without a camera. But 
beyond this diversity of approaches and commitments, the works 
also weave links with the place that hosts them (the stones of the 
monument, the trees of the park, the lapidary of the abbey house), as 
well as with the historical and artistic heritage of Normandy, where the 
Jumièges site is located. 
Through a look at the vitality of this photography and the diversity of its 
forms, the exhibition will be a reflection on the themes and concerns of 
contemporary Danish artists. The art and culture of this Nordic country 
are already well known in France in the fields of cinema, television 
and literature. The Jumièges exhibition will enrich this presence with 
photography.

The exhibition

The exhibition will consist of nearly sixty pieces, mainly large formats, 
working documents, and a 4-minute video projected on a loop. The 
works will be displayed on two levels, with each artist having his own 
room in the abbey house.
The abbey house is located in the grounds of Jumièges Abbey, a 
renowned historical monument that receives a large number of French 
and foreign visitors, particularly in spring and summer.

Exhibition presented by Lumières Nordiques for the Department of Seine-Maritime, 
with the support of the Danish Ministries of Culture and Foreign Affairs 
and the support of the Danish Arts Foundation

DANISH ARTISTS
24 March - 19 June 20228

© Benoît Eliot/Octopus
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Ebbe Stub Wittrup, “Presumed Reality # 4”, 2007. 
Courtesy Martin Asbæk Gallery.

Veronika Geiger, “Hraun” No. 6285, Icelandic Institute of Natural History, 2016.

Ebbe Stub Wittrup (1973)
“Presumed Reality”, 2007 – 2013
The scenes of group excursions in the Norwegian mountain 
landscape are taken from slides from the 1950s that Ebbe 
Stub Wittrup found at flea markets. He enlarged and reworked 
them in such a way as to blur the perception of reality, 
notably by reversing the focus.

Veronika Geiger (1987)
“Hraun”, 2016
Her totally abstract works are the expression of an approach 
that combines photography and scientific research: a dive 
into the mineral world, in the middle of volcanic rocks from 
a lava desert (Holuhraun) located in Iceland. She has been 
working for several years now, in collaboration with scientific 
teams and institutions in different countries.
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Jeppe Lange, “Depiction of the Light” (video still), 2021.

Lotte Fløe Christensen, “Isolated (plants) # 7”, 2011.

Lotte FlØe Kristensen (1979) 
“Isolated (plants)” & “Approach”, 2011
The artist develops a production of 
images closely linked to the methodical 
observation of a plant world: portraits of 
endemic plants photographed in situ, in 
front of a white paper background. This 
work is inspired, among other things, by 
a famous botanical atlas undertaken in 
the 18th century: “Flora Danica”. 

Jeppe Lange (1987)
“Depiction of light”, 2021
This young director has produced a 
compulsive sequence of images based 
on the principle of animated film, from 
which reproductions of iconic paintings 
from the French artistic heritage, linked 
in particular to the Impressionist period, 
emerge.
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Peter Funch, “Possibilities of the future. Realities from the past”, Bulbjerg, Danemark, 2019. 
Courtesy V1 Gallery.

Joakim Eskildsen, “Skagen XIII”, 2008.

Joakim Eskildsen (1971)
“Skagen”, 2008
The exhibition presents a series made in 
Skagen, an area in the far north of Denmark 
known for the special quality of light that 
illuminates the seaside landscape. The light 
and colours have inspired many painters, some 
of whom have established links with the French 
impressionists of their time.

Peter Funch (1974)
“Possibilities of the future.  
Realities from the past”, 2019 – 2021
From the inside of bunkers, following a 
meticulous photographic protocol, he 
composes black and white views of the marine 
horizon; they are part of an ongoing project on 
the Atlantic Wall that takes him from Norway 
to Spain. This project is enriched by shots 
he has taken on the Normandy coast for this 
exhibition.
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Torben Eskerod, “Life and Death Masks”, Ulla Poulsen Skou, 2001.  
Courtesy Peter Lav Gallery.

Torben Eskerod (1960) 
“Life and Death Masks”, 2001 &  
“Damaged Portraits”, 2011
Two variations on the portrait register inscribe 
the marks of time on known or anonymous faces 
in an original way: large-format photographs 
of plaster casts dialogue with portraits whose 
print surface has been accidentally damaged. 
The photographic material here echoes the 
lapidaries installed in the abbey house.

Emilie Lundstrøm (1985)
Cyanotypes, 2018–2021
She revisits the cyanotype process, composes 
with the monochrome blue that characterizes it 
and plays with the hazards that can occur during 
the materialisation of the image. The subjects, 
landscapes and self-portraits, are declined on 
paper and on the surface of various stones. The 
stones thus create a dialogue with the mineral 
environment of the house and the abbey.

Emilie Lundstrøm, “The View” (cyanotype sur papier), Copenhague, 2019.
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Communication, press, publishing, 
mediation

The exhibition will be accompanied by a large-format 16-page 
newspaper, available free of charge to visitors, and a digital catalogue 
that will combine photographs, texts and videos (interviews and 
making of) on each of the artists. A link to this catalogue will be widely 
distributed on all the websites associated with the exhibition and with 
Lumières Nordiques.
The exhibition will be present on the website dedicated to Lumières 
Nordiques, www.lumieresnordiques.com, and linked to the other 
exhibitions in the programme of the event: the site will be regularly 
enriched with information and visual documents relating to the 
exhibitions and events in the programme. Communication will be 
completed by the publication of topics on social networks (Instagram 
and Facebook pages of Lumières Nordiques).
All the texts of these publications will be bilingual: French / English. 
The opening of the exhibition, on 24 March 2022, will bring together a 
number of artists (subject to their availability). 
There will be a meeting with the public at the exhibition site on 3 April 
with Peter Funch. In addition to a commentary on his work on the 
Atlantic Wall and the screening of a short documentary on his work 
in Normandy, this meeting will provide a broader opportunity to shed 
light on contemporary Danish photography.

The Lumières Nordiques 
association

The association Lumières Nordiques is chaired by Sonja Martinsson 
Uppman, Swedish, former director of the Swedish Institute in Paris. 
Gabriel Bauret is the artistic director and brings his expertise in 
contemporary photography as well as his knowledge of creation 
in the Nordic countries. This experience has been enriched by the 
organisation of the first edition of the Lumières Nordiques event in 
2018 and an exhibition in 2020, at the Clémentine de la Féronnière 
gallery in Paris, bringing together three Danish photographers: 
«Couleurs du Nord». Gabriel Bauret is accompanied in the organisation 
of the Lumières Nordiques event by Chantal Bauret, Benoit Eliot and 
Véronique Mange.

Lumières Nordiques’ exhibition projects are part of the network 
that was set up for its first edition and each event benefits from a 
connection with important exhibition venues in the Normandy region. 
The association harmonises the different exhibition projects from an 
artistic point of view. It labels all the exhibitions with a common visual 
identity which helps to reinforce their visibility. 

Lumières Nordiques connects the exhibition projects it develops with 
the representations of the Nordic countries in France (embassies and 
institutes).

Peter Funch, Heuqueville bunker near Étretat, November 2021. 
© Benoît Eliot/Octopus
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Catherine Philippot - Relations Media
248 boulevard Raspail - 75014 Paris

Tel : 01 40 47 63 42 
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Reproductions of the works in this press 

kit are available on request  

for the promotion of the exhibition.
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